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Epic’s Google Cloud pivot
opens the door for more
health system customers
Article

The news: Google Cloud and Epic reached an agreement to let Epic’s health system

customers move their workloads to the cloud. Google announced this week that Hackensack
Meridian Health, an Epic client, will start the shift.

How we got here: The deal marks the first step in allowing health systems that use Epic to

move their systems to Google Cloud. For Epic, it’s a change in business strategy from 2020,
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when the electronic health system (EHR) vendor stopped working with Google Cloud, saying

its hospital clients weren’t showing enough interest to merit the investment.

The tie-up’s signi�cance: Provider organizations are migrating to the cloud to ingest and

analyze large quantities of healthcare data. The shift away from data centers and toward the

cloud also facilitates easier connections of disparate systems compared with using individual

servers.

The EHR allure: Healthcare cloud vendors want to strike deals with EHR vendors because

they come with preexisting hospital clients. The bigger the EHR company, the better it is for

the cloud provider.

Closing the gap in the cloud market: Google has struggled to reel in EHR companies—but

having Epic back in the mix should be a springboard to help it catch up to Big Tech rivals.

61% of healthcare IT executives say they’ve moved at least some of their operations to the

cloud, according to a July 2021 survey from The College of Healthcare Information

Management Executives.

And about 2 in 3 (64.5%) who have not yet transitioned to the cloud anticipate doing so

within the next five years.

Epic holds the largest market share (32.9%) in the US acute care hospital EHR market. It’s

followed by Oracle Cerner (24.4%) and Meditech (16.7%), per KLAS Research.

Google Cloud’s Big Tech competitors Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare and Amazon Web
Services already have collaborations with Epic and Cerner.

Google brought on Meditech to build services and solutions on its cloud in 2020. It once

made a gargantuan e�ort—to the tune of $250 million in discounts and incentives—to sell

Cerner on Google Cloud, but ultimately fell short, per WSJ.

Google trails both Microsoft and Amazon in the $17.19 billion healthcare cloud market,

holding only an 8.4% share, per Insider Intelligence’s estimates.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/17/epic-systems-warns-customers-it-will-stop-supporting-google-cloud.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/10/21/2318388/0/en/Healthcare-Triangle-Inc-What-Does-Cloud-Adoption-Look-Like-in-Healthcare-CHIME-Survey-Reveals-Key-Trends.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/10/21/2318388/0/en/Healthcare-Triangle-Inc-What-Does-Cloud-Adoption-Look-Like-in-Healthcare-CHIME-Survey-Reveals-Key-Trends.html
https://klasresearch.com/report/us-hospital-market-share-2022-strong-purchasing-energy-across-large-small-and-standalone-hospitals/1935
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/6065f67ed6480d1794bd6c26/6065f661d8d58b1bd4cc17ae
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This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Digital Health Briefing—a daily recap

of top stories reshaping the healthcare industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

Are you a client? Click here to subscribe.

Want to learn more about how you can benefit from our expert analysis? Click here.
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